Introduction
"The legitimating force of the majority rule is so pervasive that we often do not notice it and rarely do we question it: We usually take it for granted." So begins a recent article that goes on to state that majority rule "is much too powerful to make it vulnerable to a philosophical challenge" ( [27] , pp. 39, 40). It is our contention that majority rule as practiced has all too often failed to make the choice wished by the majority of voters (or members of a jury) in sometimes crucially important circumstances. Granted this fact -for which evidence is provided -there is no other course than to challenge the current philosophical view of what constitutes a majority decision and to propose a more solid alternative.
But what exactly is it?
What is (to use an equivalent expression more congenial to this book) "majority decision"? Majority rule or decision should be, we believe, the answer to a specific, operationally pertinent question with which more than 50% of a jury or electorate can and does agree. The question posed is absolutely essential.
Every democratic country and institution pretends to elect its representatives by a majority "principle," though the precise rules by which it does so vary. The rules or methods of voting that are used differ in two ways: (1) how voters express their opinions -the inputs -and (2) how the various opinions are amalgamated into a collective judgment -the output, the numbers that measure the candidates' "standing" and determine their order-of-finish, the victor the first in the order. Every one of the methods is meant to be -and is commonly referred to being -a "majority decision." "Majority decision" began at least as long ago as the public meetings of Greek antiquity that saw citizens raise their hands and majorities of hands decide the outcomes. In 1299 Ramon Llull [18] proposed a generalization of Condorcet's method (mainly known today as Copeland's method [13] ) and in 1433 Nicolas Cusanus proposed [19] what is now best known as Borda's method. These methods both depend on the idea that voters compare pairs of candidates, answering the question: which of the two candidates do you prefer? Llull wrote: "Firstly, … two [candidates] should leave the hall. And afterwards [somebody] inquires of all others under oath which of the two is better suited and worthier…," a procedure followed for every pair candidates [18] . Cusanus wrote: "In the name of God [each elector] should ponder, directed by his conscience, who among all candidates is least qualified, and [assign him] the number One. Thereafter he should decide who is next least suitable, and [assign him] the number Two. Thus he continues until he arrives at the best, in his judgment, …" [19] . Both went on to explain how these inputs should be amalgamated, the "reasonableness" of which resided in their descriptions (much as today, in all walks of life, people propose totally ad hoc methods that are often accepted simply because they involve counts and are, since they yield numbers, accepted as valid).
The serious scientific study of methods of voting began shortly before the French Revolution with the Chevalier de Borda in 1770 [9] and especially with the Marquis of Condorcet in 1785 [12] . Each (ignorant of the writings of Llull and Cusanus) proposed a method today associated with their names. Both were objecting to "majority decision" as then practiced, what is today referred to as first-past-the-post: each voter designates one candidate (in a field of two or more), the candidate most often designated wins. Borda wrote: "It is generally accepted, and to my knowledge never challenged, that in an election the greatest number of votes always designates the will of the electorate…But I will show that this opinion, that is true when the election is between only two candidates * , can mislead in all other cases" [9] (his example is given below). Condorcet concluded, having already given his reason: "From [the example] it is easy to see that the method used in ordinary elections is defective" ( [12] , p. lviii).
Both called for more information from voters, namely, what Llull and Cusanus before them had asked for: an ordered list of preference over all candidates. For Borda [9] , "A good method of election must give voters the means to pronounce himself on the merit of each candidate, compared to the merit of each of his opponents." Condorcet [12] asked for the same, "That each voter pronounce himself by a comparative judgment between every pair of candidates." Since then social choice theorists have studied and sought to characterize these methods and many others, in the quest of a satisfactory solution, invariably assuming that voters compare candidates. No really satisfactory method has emerged (as may be deduced from the continuing contending claims for one or another method). Today several methods appear to dominate in the attention they are given: Condorcet's; Borda's; Dasgupta-Maskin's [14, 15] (a combination of Llull's and Borda's); and approval voting, formally introduced by Robert Weber in 1977 [31] (though it seems to have been practiced in the Sparta of antique Greece [17] ).
Not one of these methods finds application in political elections. The most used methods are first-and two-past-the-post -the second the same as the first except that when no candidate has an absolute majority of votes, a run-off between the two front-runners designates the winner. The first is practiced in the United Kingdom and the United States, the second in France. Australia and Ireland have for years used a rather opaque method known as the alternative vote (also known as instant runoff voting, IRV), and it has recently been adopted by San Francisco for a number of citywide elections.
These methods rely on answers to different questions, so have different inputs and in practice different ballots. First-past-the-post asks for very simple expressions of voter opinion, namely, the designation of exactly one candidate (at most): which do you like best? Approval voting permits a bit more, the voter may designate as many candidates as she wishes: which would you accept? Condorcet, Borda, Llull, Dasgupta-Maskin, and the alternative vote ask the voter to submit a rank-ordering of the candidates from best to worst: what is your list of preference over all candidates? Naturally enough the procedures differ also in the way by which the votes are amalgamated or counted.
A method of voting -a realization of "majority decision" -should meet certain minimal, fundamental requirements. In our opinion they are:
• Candidates and voters must be treated equally.
• A candidate "preferred" by all voters must be the winner.
• There must be an unambiguous winner, save for rare ties.
• A winner cannot change when some other candidate drops out of the running.
The first three criteria cannot be challenged and are universally accepted. The fourthproposed by Kenneth Arrow in 1951 [1] (in different terms that lead to the same conclusions [6] ) -has been contested. It is essential, we believe, since it is so often violated in elections (with obviously important consequences) and juries.
Other "essential" requirements have been formulated. The most prominent among them is:
• A candidate preferred by a majority against every other candidate in a head-to-head race must be elected (Condorcet-consistency).
Such a candidate is called a Condorcet-winner. This principle has a major drawback: it is possible that there is no Condorcet-winner. This is the famous Condorcet paradox (see below for an example). Nevertheless it has occupied a central place in the psyches of voting theorists because of a belief that when there is a Condorcet-winner she must be the winner: thus the desire for a Condorcet-consistent method, one that guarantees this whenever she exists.
This belief, however, harbors serious difficulties. The fact is that neither first-nor two-pastthe-post, nor Borda's method, nor approval voting, nor the alternative vote are Condorcetconsistent when voters express themselves honestly. It is also the fact that when voters are assumed to vote strategically, no method (including Condorcet's) is sure to elect the Condorcet-winner with honest votes: to elect the Condorcet-winner (assuming she exists) voters must "manipulate" or vote strategically (see Balinski-Laraki [6] , chapt. 20). What manipulation means depends on the question posed the voter: when it is which one candidate he prefers, it means he may name another; when it is to name several he accepts, it means he may name some he does not accept or not name some he does accept; when it is to rank-order the candidates, it means he may submit a different order. Why? Because in so doing the voter calculates this will better serve her objectives in view of all the contingent information she has concerning the possible outcome.
To impose Condorcet-consistency decrees the Condorcet-winner must be elected when she exists and assumes that she is necessarily the winner wished by the electorate. And yet, when she exists, there are real examples that challenge this conclusion even when there are only two candidates. For it is entirely possible that a very narrow majority of voters has a very slight preference for candidate A over B but that otherwise voters strongly prefer B to A. In this case the Condorcet-winner imposes a divisive choice instead of a consensual one (a real instance of which is given anon).
So -using (as did Lenin) the apt title of N. G. Chernyshevsky's influential 1863 novelWhat is to be done? Still more precise information concerning voters' opinions should be sought than that suggested by Borda and Condorcet. We propose to judge candidates by evaluating them in a scale of well-understood levels of merit. Voters in a U.S. presidential election (for example) would be asked to answer a question concerning each and every candidate, "How do you evaluate her/him: Excellent, Very Good, Good, Acceptable, Poor, or to Reject?" The majority determines each candidate's merit -her/his majority-grade -and the majority-grades together with the relative support for them rank-orders the candidates, the winner the one in first place. One round suffices. The method -majority judgment -is the only one that meets what we argue are the most important requirements that a method should meet (for a complete account see [6] ).
Majority decision failures
First-past-the-post measures badly. It obliges a voter to designate one candidate though he typically has much subtler appreciations over all candidates that he is unable to express. For example: some voters may consider several candidates to be equally good, others may have little regard for the candidate for whom they voted, some may vote strategically for the least objectionable candidate among those that (he calculates) have a chance, still others may simply vote for the worst candidate to express an utter rejection of all. Yet each of these votes -bearing very different meanings -is counted the same: it contributes "1" to a total. It is not in the least surprising, then, that these totals -accepted as real measures of political support by all concerned -are very inaccurate approximations, and that they often err in the "majority decisions" rendered.
The consequences of first-past-the-post's poor measures are much more serious than minor differences in relative support. Borda and Condorcet pointed out with examples that the Condorcet-winner may easily be defeated. This is all too often the case in practice. (1 But should C -the Condorcet-winner of this example -really be considered the choice of the majority? Different majorities support her against each of her opponents: no one majority supports her against all of her opponents, only 29% agree she is preferable to both other candidates. If the question asked of voters is which candidate do you prefer, there is no majority decision. This is the case in many first-past-the-post elections. So, in fact, the concept of a Condorcet-winner is not ideal, it is but a kind of second best notion of majority decision.
A slight change in the example shows this second best majority decision concept may not be realized either -and is an occurrence of the Condorcet paradox:
In head-to-head encounters A easily defeats C with 71% of the votes, C easily defeats B with 63%, and B easily defeats A with 61%: there is no Condorcet-winner. Actual occurrences of the Condorcet paradox have been identified in elections [21] , in wine competitions [4] , and in figure skating competitions [5] .
To overcome the errors induced by first-past-the-post, Borda proposed a method that takes into account all of a voter's preferences. It may be described in several equivalent manners, of which the following is one. Each candidate is given a score equal to his/her average of the face-to-face votes against all of his competitors. Thus, in the second example A's Borda-score is 55%=(39%+71%)/2, B's is 49%=(61%+37%)/2, and C's is 46%=(29%+63%)/2, giving the order A>B>C. But Borda's method suffers from the Arrow paradox because if C were not a candidate then Borda's method elects B.
Condorcet opposed Borda's method because it is not Condorcet-consistent: when there is a Condorcet-winner it does not necessarily place her in first place. He proposed a much more complex method that also takes into account all of the voters' preferences. Instead of assigning scores to candidates he assigns scores to rank-orders of the candidates, the final outcome being the rank-order with the highest score. A voter contributes k points to the Condorcet-score of a rank-order if the voter agrees with it in k pair-by-pair comparisons. Thus, for example, if a voter's preference-order is C>B>A she contributes 0 points to A>B>C, 1 point to A>C>B, 2 points to C>A>B, and 3 points to C>B>A. In the second example the rank-order of A>C>B has a Condorcet-score of 173=10+102+32+29: 2 from a voter with preference A>B>C, so 10% from all with that order; 3 from a voter with preference A>C>B, so 102% from all; 0 from a voter with preference B>C>A; and 1 from a voter with preference C>B>A, so 29% from all. A>C>B is the order with the highest Condorcet-score, so is taken as the final order of finish. Whenever there exists a Condorcetwinner he will necessarily be the winner with this method. However, the method becomes very complicated when there are more candidates, it provides no measure of the relative standings of the candidates, and it also suffers from the Arrow paradox (if C is not a candidate B is the winner, not A). Condorcet finally abandoned it to champion the one simple cause of a Condorcet-winner, even though this might mean no outcome. Henceforth this last choice is referred to as Condorcet's method.
The alternative vote -that also asks voters for a rank-order of the candidates -is this: a candidate listed first by a majority is elected; if there is no such candidate then the candidate listed first least often † is eliminated from all voters' lists (lifting some candidates from second to first place on some lists), and a candidate listed first by a majority of the emended lists is elected; if there is no such candidate, the procedure is repeated until a candidate with a majority is found. The method has many drawbacks: it is subject to Arrow's paradox (Borda's example above shows it since C, occupying the fewest first places, is eliminated, yet C defeats A if B is not a candidate and defeats B if A is not a candidate), it is not Condorcet-consistent, and if one or several voters change their lists by raising the winning candidate's place this could result in the election of another candidate. Moreover, it provides little to no information concerning the relative importance of the candidates and their ideas.
Well before Condorcet, Llull had proposed a more general method that is Condorcetconsistent: to rank the candidates according to their total number of wins (plus ties) in headto-head confrontations with all other competitors. This approach differs from that of Cusanus and Borda: their method relies instead on each candidate's total number of votes in head-tohead confrontations with all other competitors. Dasgupta-Maskin's method [14, 15] is a marriage of the two: (1) rank the candidates by their numbers of wins (thus giving precedence † This arbitrary choice could be replaced by eliminating the candidate listed last most often. No reason other than "common sense" -so fallible when it comes to voting! -has been advanced for the choice made.
to the idea of Llull and Condorcet), (2) resolve any ties by using Borda's method. But it too is subject to the Arrow paradox (e.g., in the last example each candidate wins once, so recourse must be made to Borda giving the result A>B>C; but if C drops out the method elects B).
None of these methods overcome the Arrow paradox. Thus the natural question: is there any reasonable method whose inputs are voters' preferences over all pairs of candidates that does? That, of course, depends on the meaning of "reasonable." Consider it to mean the following set of "four minimal requirements":
• Impartiality: Voters and candidates are treated equally.
• Unanimity: A candidate judged to be the best by all voters is elected.
• Decisiveness: If the decision decrees A leads B and B leads C, then A leads C.
• Coherence: Adjoining or withdrawing a candidate does not change the order-of-finish.
Impartiality is the democratic ideal. Unanimity is clear. Decisiveness demands an unambiguous, transitive order-of-finish, in particular avoiding the Condorcet paradox.
Coherence excludes the Arrow paradox.
Arrow's celebrated "impossibility" theorem [1] proves that when there are at least three candidates exactly one method satisfies the last three properties: dictatorship, namely, the preferences of exactly one voter must decide. Thus no method satisfies them all.
Comparing two candidates
With but two candidates there can be no cycle of preferences in the results, no intransitivity, no Arrow paradox. Does this imply that in the exceptional circumstance of two candidates, a "majority decision" that answers the question -"which candidate do you prefer?" -is acceptable?
The argument that first-past-the-post measures badly when there are several candidates is just as valid when there are but two candidates. Moreover, the fact that it is not decisive when there are at least three candidates makes it suspicious. May's [23] characterization, however, is often taken as definitive proof that majority rule is the good choice for two candidates. It proves that majority decision is the unique method that satisfies the three properties:
• Decisiveness: Either one candidate is elected, or there is a tie.
• Monotonicity: If A is elected or in a tie with B and one voter changes in favor of A then A is elected.
However, May is careful to point out that the "group choice … must depend only upon individual preferences … with respect to this pair of alternatives," adding in a footnote, "the realism of this condition may be questioned." We agree with the footnote. Moreover, all methods based on comparisons fail to satisfy some desirable concept of monotonicity when there are more than two candidates (e.g., when some voter(s) place a winner higher on their list(s) he may lose with two-past-the-post and the alternative vote; and when some voter(s) place a loser lower on their list(s) the winner may end up losing with any decisive method). 
Evaluating candidates
Suppose then that voters evaluate candidates in a common scale of merit. The natural question that immediately arises is that posed by Arrow when voters compare candidates: Is there, when voters evaluate candidates, a reasonable method that chooses between every pair of candidates, i.e., that is at once impartial, unanimous, decisive, coherent and monotone?
The answer is yes: there are infinitely many that satisfy the four minimal requirements and are monotone (in any of the many ways in which monotonicity is defined). All must satisfy one essential requirement: only the candidates' distributions of evaluations may determine the ‡ In technical parlance, A dominates B stochastically.
order among them. Who gave what grade cannot be taken into account [6] . The anomaly observed in the example of the previous section is eliminated for it is not the comparative opinions of the electorate that count, only its collective evaluations. Not only does comparing deny voters adequate means to express themselves but it is the culprit that leads to Arrow's paradox, Condorcet's paradox, and still other difficulties.
The question then becomes: what method should be chosen among the infinitely many? Other desirable properties may be satisfied. Fortunately, different desiderata lead to the same solution: majority judgment. Two are emphasized here.
The first is to incite voters to express themselves honestly or to make it as difficult as possible for a voter to successfully manipulate by using a strategy that is not the true expression of his opinions. This is of obvious importance because the outcome of an election should be the amalgamation of voters' true opinions rather than that of calculated strategies at variance with their honest opinions. Several different criteria may be used to formulate this idea: they all lead to majority judgment. Empirical data supports the claim that majority judgment best resists strategic manipulation. Majority judgment may be characterized as the unique method that is impartial, unanimous, decisive, coherent and best resists strategic manipulation.
The second concerns measurement, for as discussed earlier, elections measure. The theory of measurement shows the crucial importance of distinguishing between ordinal and cardinal scales of measurement. "When measuring some attribute of a class of objects or events, we associate numbers … with objects in such a way that the properties of the attribute are faithfully represented as numerical properties" ( [22] , p. 1). Stars awarded by the Michelin Guide, the numbers from 0 to 10 used to measure pain, the letter combinations used by the credit rating agencies Standard & Poor's and Moody's are examples of ordinal scales: it is (in the language of measurement theory) meaningless to add such representations or to calculate averages of them. Days of the calendar, meters of length, degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit of heat are examples of cardinal scales: it is perfectly meaningful to add or average them.
The traditional conception of voting used in Arrow's theory has no common scale of measurement: only two-by-two comparisons have significance. Some students of voting (e.g., see [20, 7, 8, 29 ]) advocate or have tested methods of election where voters assign discrete numerical values (0 to 2, or to 3, or to 10, or to 20 or to 100) and the candidates are ranked according to their total or average scores. But this is meaningless in the sense of measurement theory because for a voter to add 1 point more to a score does not mean the same thing over the entire scale: for example, in many contexts increasing a 3 to a 4 (in a scale of 0 to 20) is relatively easy to do, whereas increasing a 17 to an 18 is much harder (e.g., as in wine tasting [4] ). It is not meaningful to sum such numbers.
Between these two extremes -no scale and a cardinal scale -there is a valid alternative: an ordinal scale. Majority judgment may be characterized as the unique ordinal method that is monotone and consensual [2, 6] These measures of the relative weights of candidates and the political ideas and ideals they represent strongly influenced not only the ensuing run-off campaign that pitted the then president Sarkozy against the Socialist candidate Hollande, but will also continue to influence the unfolding political situation of Hollande's administration in the coming months and years. It is pertinent to ask: do these numbers truly reflect the reality of public opinion or are they merely such loose approximations as to be seriously misleading?
The poll's third question requested participants to vote with majority judgment. The ballot used is given in table 2 (the candidates are listed in their official order). Participants were asked to check one grade or appreciation in the line of each candidate. It was specified that a candidate without a check would be counted as to Reject (if the voter has not bothered to formulate an opinion concerning the candidate he has implicitly rejected her). § The first--past--the--post and majority judgment results for all 993 participants are given in the appendix.
As President of France, in view of all relevant considerations, I judge, in conscience, that each of these candidates would be: Table 2 . Poll, majority judgment ballot.
Outstanding Excellent Very Good Good Acceptable Poor To Reject
In principle, the finer the scale the better, for it enables voters to express themselves more accurately.
** This is limited, however, by the need for a scale that is not too fine (how to distinguish between a 17 and 18 in a 0 to 20 scale?) and is common to all voters, meaning it is used and understood in the same way. The choice of a scale of seven levels accords with psychological experimentation [24] Table 4 . Poll, majority judgment and first-past-the-post rankings (773 ballots).
Three parameters of the distribution of each of the candidate's grades determine the majorityranking of them all: α a candidate's majority-grade, p% the percentage of her grades above α, and q% the percentage of her grades below α. The majority-grade is completed with a "+" when > and otherwise with a "−".
The majority-ranking is determined as follows:
(1) A candidate with a higher majority-grade is ranked above one with a lower majority-grade.
When two candidates have the same majority-grade, four sets of voters disagree: two of these sets are for higher grades for each candidate (they correspond to the candidates' p's) and two are for lower grades for each candidate (they correspond to the candidates' q's).
(2) When two candidates have the same majority-grade, the largest set of the four that disagree decides: if that set is for a higher grade then the corresponding candidate leads the other, if that set is for a lower grade then the corresponding candidate trails the other (which implies that a candidate with majority-grade "α+" leads one with the majority-grade "α−").
Bayrou with the majority-grade Good leads Sarkozy with the majority-grade Acceptable (by 1). Sarkozy and Mélenchon both have the majority-grade Acceptable, the largest set that disagrees is the 49.25% whose voters gave a higher grade to Sarkozy, so (by 2) he leads Mélenchon. Poutou and Le Pen both have the majority-grade Poor, the largest set that disagrees, 47.63% of the voters, gave a lower grade to Le Pen, so (by 2) she trails Poutou. Hollande has the majority-grade Good + and Bayrou the majority-grade Good −, implying the largest set that disagrees either gave Hollande a higher grade or gave Bayrou a lower grade, so in either case (by 2) Hollande leads Bayrou (as naturally indicated by the signs). Two candidates are tied only if the three parameters -α, p% and q% -are exactly the same. Together, a candidate's three parameters (p%, α, q%) is called the candidate's majority-gauge since it determines his/her place in the majority judgment ranking.
As is evident majority judgment (MJ) reveals a quite different distribution of public opinion -and so of the relative importance of the contending political forces. Marine Le Pen, the extreme rightist, third with first-past-the-post is but eighth with MJ in a field of ten. She only leads the two practically unknown candidates, Nathalie Arthaud and Jacques Cheminade. Why? With MJ she has few positive evaluations and many negative ones while first-past-thepost measures only the support of her partisans, completely ignoring the intensities of their support as well as the opinions of all other voters (in this case some 82% of voters). Why, then, accord her and the political ideas of her party so much attention and importance? François Bayrou, the centrist, the Condorcet-winner of the 2007 presidential election, a distant fifth with 9% of the votes with first-past-the-post, is a solid second with MJ, one of the only two candidates evaluated as Good by the electorate. He easily leads the incumbent President Sarkozy and Le Pen as well. Why then, accord him and the political ideas of his party so little attention? MJ's order of finish makes sense, but reveals a political landscape very different than does first-past-the-post. Which is to be believed?
Borda, Condorcet and approval voting: 2012 French presidential election
The poll's second question requested participants to vote in the ten face-to-face confrontations between the five principal candidates (to ask them do so in all 45 face-to-face confrontations was too much). The results are given in Table 5 . Poll, face-to-face majority votes (773 ballots).
This failure of first-past-the-post is, of course, exactly that identified two centuries ago by Condorcet and Borda: more information should be asked of voters, voters should be given a greater freedom in the expression of their opinions. The easiest way to do this is approval voting (AV): the voter is asked to designate as many candidates as he wishes, the candidates are ranked according to how often they are designated. What results might one expect in this election with AV? AV elicits more information than first-past-the-post but much less than MJ, so intuitively one would guess an "intermediate" result, Bayrou gaining and Le Pen losing with respect to first-past-the-post but much less so than with MJ.
The facts support the intuition. Approval voting was tested in parallel with the first round of this election in several voting precincts of Strasbourg, Louvigny and Saint-Etienne [8] . There were 2,340 participants. The results, given in table 6, were adjusted so as to conform with the actual national results (as we did with the data of the poll), so makes a comparison possible. They show Bayrou rising to third place and Le Pen dropping to fifth, both between their firstpast-the-post and MJ ranks. Table 6 . Strasbourg, Louvigny and Saint-Etienne experiment, approval voting.
These results reveal defects of approval voting that have been repeatedly observed:
• No candidate obtains a majority of AV votes (contrary to its proponents' claims [10] ). The same occurred in a 2007 French presidential experiment [6] and was even more pronounced in the French presidential Orsay experiment of 2002 where the winner (Lionel Jospin) obtained but 40.5% of the votes [6] .
• Whereas Borda, Condorcet and MJ place the centrist Bayrou comfortably ahead of Sarkozy, AV does not succeed to do so.
• AV yields close to a three-way tie for second place -among Sarkozy, Bayrou, and Mélenchon -whereas Borda, Condorcet and MJ all clearly distinguish between them. Close scores are often observed with AV, making AV vulnerable to strategic manipulation (as is verified empirically below).
A computer experiment was conducted on the basis of the poll's results to obtain more insight into the differences between the various methods. 10,000 randomly chosen samples of 151 ballots were chosen from the database of the 773 ballots. For each the winner was determined by each method [15] . It turns out that almost always either the centrist or the "legitimate" candidate of the left or right is elected with all methods. The results are given in table 7. Three variants of AV are included: when "approval" means at least Excellent (written AV ≥ Excellent), when it means at least Very Good, and when it means at least Good. The methods are ordered with respect to the number of times the centrist is elected. Table 8 . Orsay experiment, French presidential election 2007: Number of wins, 10,000 sample electorates of 101 ballots drawn randomly from database of 501 ballots. Sums of lines 10,000 except Condorcet's (due to 377 occurrences of the Condorcet paradox).
The results of the two experiments suggest:
• First-past-the-post systematically eliminates the centrist and accords exaggerated importance to the extremes (assuredly the case in the last three • Majority judgment is more even-handed, giving the center more chances of winning but less so than either Condorcet or Borda.
• The meaning of "approval" completely changes the results with AV. When it means at least Excellent or at least Very Good it is very biased against the center, when it means at least Good it is very biased for the center. And in any case, AV is more prone to ties or near ties than MJ, and so more open to manipulation.
MJ, Borda, Condorcet, and AV: 2011 French Socialist primaries
The French Socialist Party -in a historic first for France -held a primary election in 2011 to determine their candidate for the 2012 presidential election. The first round of the primary was an ideal setting to compare methods in a relatively non-polarized election with candidates and voters all of the same broad political family. Under our supervision École Polytechnique students [16] conducted experiments in parallel with the official voting in one voting bureau of each of two communities close to Paris, Fresnes and Alfortville. After voting officially voters were asked to vote again using different systems: in Fresnes with MJ, Condorcet and Borda; in Alfortville with MJ, Condorcet and AV.
In the Fresnes experiment (table 9) majority judgment clearly distinguishes among the various candidates, in particular between Hollande and Aubry. In contrast, first-past-the-post gives the impression of a very close race between the two. Montebourg seems completely out-classed with first-past-the-post whereas majority judgment shows that he is not far behind Aubry in the appreciations of the voters. Table 9 . Results, 2011 Socialist Primary, Fresnes: MJ and first-past-the-post (457 ballots).
It is striking, though understandable, to see the preponderance of high evaluations obtained by all the candidates compared with those used in a presidential election. A shared political outlook leads to positive appreciations, though of different nuances. With any method of voting in which the inputs compare rather than evaluate the consequence of a candidate moving up in the opinions of voters is that others move down. Not so with majority judgment: one or more candidates can improve their standing with no corresponding loss to others; indeed, all candidates can move up (due, for example, to a particularly appealing party platform backed by all). This is why monotonicity cannot be satisfied in models based on comparisons but can be satisfied in models based on evaluations. Voters do not always vote sincerely in accord with their preferences: some try to "game the vote" [25] , anticipating the votes of others (from polls, media coverage and commentary) to try to make their votes really useful in view of the expected outcome. A good method should incite honest voting and resist successful manipulation. Take a candidate whose majoritygrade is (say) α = Good, with p% of the voters assigning him a higher grade and q% a lower grade, and consider a set of voters who accorded him (say) Very Good. Presumably they are disappointed, believing the candidate should have a higher majority-grade, but with MJ they are unable to change α, p% or q% by raising the grade they assign to Outstanding or Excellent. Similarly, a set of voters who accorded the candidate a lower grade (Acceptable, Poor or to Reject) -so who are disappointed because they believe he should have a lower majority-grade -cannot change the three parameters by lowering the grade they assign. Thus, if a voter wishes for a candidate to be accorded a particular majority-grade then his best strategy is to assign him precisely that grade: honesty is the best policy in grading. There are as well other criteria by which it may be proven that majority judgment is as robust as possible against strategic manipulation [6] . It is impossible to resist successful manipulation entirely with any method, but MJ was chosen as that method which best resists.
Some skeptics question the use of majority judgment in a field of two candidates, saying majority decision is the only acceptable rule and suggesting that with MJ a voter would always give the highest possible grade to his preferred candidate and the lowest possible grade to her opponent. If voters actually behaved in this way then the MJ outcome would simply be the usual majority decision outcome (so why object?). But such behavior assumes that the only relevant outcome to a voter participating in a two-candidate election is who wins. How the candidates split the vote may also be of importance to a voter, and so could influence the (calculated) decision on how to vote and whether to vote at all. Moreover, most voters, we believe, prefer to express their honest opinions when posed a question. Manipulability was tested too. 10,000 random samples of 101 (and of 151) ballots were chosen of the 457 in Fresnes. In each sample, the set of voters who preferred the runner-up to the winner was identified: those ballots were changed by giving, with a probability of 30%, the highest grade or the highest place in the rank-order (depending on the method used) to the runner-up and the lowest grade or the lowest place to the winner. When the result changes the manipulation is successful, otherwise it is not. The percentages of successful manipulations are given in 
Conclusion
Many of the scientific community have steadfastly stayed with "the legitimating force of the majority rule," albeit interpreted differently, so leading to the support of a number of different methods based on comparing: Condorcet's, Borda's, a hybrid of the two, approval voting, the alternative vote. Many too have resisted the idea of evaluating the merit of candidates. This may be due, in part, to confusion between measuring merit -as is done with majority judgment -and measuring the utility of outcomes to voters (e.g., [28, 20] ). The utility to a voter is a measure of his satisfaction with the outcome of an election. It is a relative notion that concerns the results or "outputs" of an election, whereas the evaluation of the merits of candidates concerns the "inputs" of an election. The scientific community concurs that usual simple majority decision -first-past-the-post -is to be eschewed when there are at least three candidates; it concurs also that simple majority decision should be the choice when there are but two candidates. Indeed, all of the advocated methods based on comparisons become simple majority decision when there are but two candidates. And yet, we believe and argue, majority decision between two may fail, and has. Condorcet's method is not decisive -it may lead to no winner -and suffers from the defects of simple majority decision between two candidates.
Borda's method is decisive, but it is open to Arrow's paradox, meaningless in the sense of measurement theory, highly manipulable, and unduly biased in favor of centrists.
Dasgupta-Maskin's method is a hybrid of Condorcet's (or Llull's) and Borda's. Based on comparisons -so deficient for the reasons developed above -it seeks to satisfy the four minimal requirements and to resist manipulation. To prove it satisfies these requirements, instead of enlarging voters' possible expressions of opinion, it must restrain them (implicitly assuming that voters' rank-order inputs are naturally expressible along a clear-cut ideological ordering of the candidates and the parties they represent that is held in common by all). There is ample experimental evidence that shows voters do not behave in accord with this restriction. † † In any case, it inherits the bad properties of Borda's method and, in particular, admits the Arrow paradox, as has been observed in figure skating competitions [5] and in the famous 1976 wine competition known as the "judgment of Paris" [4] . Known in the figure skating world as the OBO (One-by-One) system -introduced for figure skating in 1998 -it was used in only one winter Olympics (that of 2002) before being definitively discarded for a system based on points (and not comparisons).
The yes/no or two levels of approval voting are insufficient to judge candidates. In polarized elections pitting different ideologies and policies against each other such as a presidential race, often no candidate receives a majority of "approvals" and the results are not sufficiently different to impart legitimacy to the winner. On the other hand, in a non-polarized election such as a primary, often many candidates end with strong "majorities," so again none has a really clear and distinctive mandate. In both cases experience shows that scores may be close, so the results are all the more manipulable.
It is sometimes claimed that approval voting is Condorcet-consistent and resists manipulation (see e.g., [10] 80% of the voters prefer A to B. However, if "approve" means at least Good (as is often suggested by approval voting advocates) then B wins with 55% "approve" to A's 35% "approve." The fact is that approval voting is sure to elect a Condorcet-winner only when all the voters behave strategically and they care only about who wins; moreover, this is provable only for some concepts of what constitutes a solution in an abstract election game.
The alternative vote -or instant run-off voting (IRV) -is decisive, but it is opaque, difficult for voters, admits the Arrow paradox, and not "monotone" in the sense that more support for a winner may make him lose. In Australia, where it is practiced, there may be a dozen candidates; listing them all is so difficult that there is a provision that permits a voter to opt for a party's specification of the ordering -and that, of course, is arrived at on the basis of wheels and deals among parties.
In contrast with the theoreticians of voting, those who judge competitions -of wines, figure skaters, gymnasts, divers, musicians, etc. -have increasingly abandoned methods based on comparisons to methods based on evaluations of merit. Typically the evaluations are in a scale of numbers that are carefully defined and well understood by the judges. They are not, however, cardinal measures because 1 point more at the low end of the scale means something altogether different than 1 point more at the top end of the scale. Nevertheless, the order-of-finish of the competitors is usually determined by the sums of their scores, which is meaningless in the sense of measurement theory. Moreover, such methods are the most manipulable of all. The decisions they render are assuredly not majority decisions for any one judge can change the final ranking -sometimes to his entire satisfaction -by changing the scores he assigns to competitors (up and down) [4, 5] .
The practice in judging competitions has taken an important first step: instead of comparing it evaluates. A second step needs to be taken too: to change the procedures for amalgamating the different evaluations of judges into the jury's final evaluation of each competitor. Some have taken a small step in this direction by eliminating the top and bottom grades or the top two and bottom two grades [6] . Terra Nova -"an independent progressive think tank whose goal is to produce and diffuse innovative political solutions in France and Europe" -has taken both steps in voting: it has included majority judgment in its recommendations for reforming the presidential election system of France [30] .
